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Abstract

Dysarthria is a neuro-motor disorder resulting from the disruption of normal activity in speech production leading to slow, slurred and imprecise (low intelligible) speech. Automatic classification of dysarthria from speech can be used as a potential clinical tool in medical treatment. This paper examines the effectiveness of glottal source parameters in dysarthric speech classification from three categories of speech signals, namely non-words, words and sentences. In addition to the glottal parameters, two sets of acoustic parameters extracted by the openSMILE toolkit are used as baseline features. A dysarthric speech classification system is proposed by training support vector machines (SVMs) using features extracted from speech utterances and their labels indicating dysarthria/healthy. Classification accuracy results indicate that the glottal parameters contain discriminating information required for the identification of dysarthria. Additionally, the complementary nature of the glottal parameters is demonstrated when these parameters, in combination with the openSMILE-based acoustic features, result in improved classification accuracy. Analysis of classification accuracies of the glottal and openSMILE features for non-words, words and sentences is carried out. Results indicate that in terms of classification accuracy the word level is best suited in identifying the presence of dysarthria.

Index Terms: Dysarthric speech, glottal source, glottal parameters, openSMILE, support vector machines

1. Introduction

Dysarthria is a neuro-motor disorder resulting from neurological damage of motor component of speech production [1]. Dysarthria is generally a result of either a neurological injury (i.e., cerebral palsy, brain tumor, brain injury, stroke) or a symptom of a neurodegenerative disease (i.e., Parkinson's disease, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Huntington’s disease). Speech disorders due to dysarthria are associated with reduced vocal tract volume and tongue flexibility, atypical speech prosody, imprecise articulation and variable speech rate, factors that all lead to poor speech intelligibility [2]. As dysarthric speech is distinguishable from healthy speech, the assessment of speech can be carried out for the identification of dysarthria. The speech assessment can be conducted by speech-language pathologists through intelligibility tests to judge the presence of dysarthria [3]. Subjective intelligibility tests are costly, laborious, and frequently prone to intrinsic biases of pathologists due to their familiarity with patients and their speech disorders [4][5]. This motivates to design an objective assessment method that can distinguish dysarthric voices from healthy speech.

For objective assessment, a dysarthric speech classification system is used which is basically a data-driven model trained on a dysarthric speech database. The data-driven model establishes a mapping between speech features and labels (dysarthric/healthy) determined by speech-language pathologists. In order to develop an efficient dysarthric speech classification system, the existing works mainly focus on extraction of acoustic features capable of capturing wide variabilities of sources and patterns in pathological speech [6][7][8]. Previous works have explored a range of features including spectral features (e.g., Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, formants), prosody features (e.g., fundamental frequency, pitch contour, phone duration, RMS energy), voice quality features (e.g., jitter, shimmer, harmonic to noise ratio), perceptual features and phonological features [7][8][9][10][11]. In addition to these widely explored acoustic features, few studies have utilized glottal parameters for detecting the presence of dysarthria [12]. In [12], glottal parameters are utilized in combination with acoustic parameters for developing cross-database models (training on one database and testing on another database) for identification of dysarthria. Existing works use glottal flow waveform which are estimated using known glottal inverse filtering (GIF) methods such as Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (IAIF) [13] and Rank-Based Glottal Quality Assessment (RBGQA) [14]. However, recent efficient GIF methods, such as Quasi-Closed Phase Analysis (QCP) [15], have not been explored in objective assessment of dysarthric speech. In addition, most of the previous studies on dysarthric speech classification have addressed a single type of speech signal such as either modulated vowels [16], words [7] or sentences [8]. To our knowledge, there are no previous comprehensive investigations to study the effectiveness of a set of proposed features and classifiers on different categories of speech signals, for example, vowels, words and sentences.

The main goal of this research work is to explore glottal parameters, extracted from the voice source signal estimated using the recently proposed QCP method [15], for dysarthric speech classification in three different speech signal categories, namely, non-words, words and sentences. Two sets of acoustic features extracted with the widely explored openSMILE toolkit [6] are used as baseline features. Support vector machine (SVM) classifier is trained using features extracted from each of the speech utterance and its corresponding label indicating dysarthria/healthy. This work explores the effectiveness of the glottal features, when used individually and combined with the baseline openSMILE features, in classification of dysarthric speech. Another important contribution of the current work which has not been explored before is the analysis of classification performance on different categories of speech signals (non-words, words and sentences) under a common framework. The paper is organized as follows. Description about the proposed dysarthric speech classification system is given in Section 2. The details about the speech database, experimental setup and results are provided in Section 3. The summary of the present work and discussion are given in Section 4.
2. Proposed method

In order to classify dysarthric voices from healthy speech, a new dysarthric speech classification system is proposed. The training phase of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. First, a multi-speaker dysarthric speech database is considered for training the classifier (described in Section 3.1). From every speech utterance of the database, time-domain and frequency-domain glottal parameters are extracted. In order to extract parameters, glottal flow waveform is estimated from the speech utterance by using the QCP method [15] which was found to be the best performing GIF method in comparison to existing algorithms [13][17][18] in [15] (details are provided in Section 2.1). Two sets of acoustic features are also extracted from every speech utterance using openSMILE [6] (described in Section 2.2) which is a widely used toolkit in paralinguistic speech processing tasks. Generally, sizes of acoustic and glottal feature sets are large. To avoid the risk of over-fitting, the feature set size is reduced by using the sequential forward feature selection (SFFS) algorithm [19]. The SFFS algorithm selects a subset of features from the feature set that results in the best classification accuracy. Starting from an empty feature set, SFFS creates candidate feature subsets by sequentially adding each of the features and each candidate feature subset is evaluated by computing the classification accuracy with 10-fold cross-validation. Using the features extracted from every speech utterance as input and corresponding dysarthric/healthy labels as output, a classifier is trained. Separate classifiers are trained using reduced and non-reduced feature sets for openSMILE, glottal features and their combination. In this work, SVMs are used as classifiers. SVMs are widely used in pathological speech classification and they are validated with consistent performance even for small amount of speech data in contrast to other techniques such as deep neural nets which require large amount data for proper training [8][20].

After completing the training, the SVM classifiers can be used to identify the presence of dysarthria in the input speech utterance. The same set of speech features which were used during training are extracted from the speech utterance, and the extracted features are fed to the SVM classifier, which outputs the dysarthric/healthy labels.

2.1. Glottal parameters extraction

In dysarthria, as the motor component of speech production is affected, vibration of the vocal folds will change compared to healthy speech. The difference in vocal fold vibration between dysarthric and healthy speech production cannot be characterized completely by the rate of vibration (i.e., pitch information). Instead, the mode of vibration of the vocal folds will be affected also. Therefore, the waveform of the acoustic speech excitation generated by the vocal folds, the glottal flow, may have useful discriminating information for dysarthric speech classification. In order to parameterize the glottal source, the flow waveform must be estimated first with GIF from the speech signal. In this work, we use QCP [15] as the GIF method in the estimation of the glottal flow.

2.1.1. QCP

QCP [15] is one of the recently proposed GIF methods to estimate the glottal source from speech. The QCP method is based on the principles of the closed phase analysis (CP) [17] which estimates the vocal tract response using the covariance method of linear prediction from few speech samples located in closed phase of the glottal cycle. In contrast to the CP method, QCP creates a specific temporal weighting function, called the Attenuated Main Excitation (AME) function, using glottal closure instants (GCI) estimated from speech. The AME function is used to attenuate the contribution of the (quasi-) open phase in the computation of the Weighted Linear Prediction (WLP) coefficients, which results in good estimates of the vocal tract transfer function. Evaluation results in [15] show that the accuracy of QCP is better than that of CP [17], IAIF [13] and complex cepstral decomposition (CCD) [18]. Hence, in this work, the glottal flow waveform is estimated using the QCP method. From the estimated glottal flow waveforms, time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters are extracted.

2.1.2. Time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters

The glottal flow computed by QCP is parameterized with a glottal parameter set consisting of 12 time- and frequency-domain parameters which characterize various aspects of the glottal flow waveform [21][22]. These parameters are extracted using APARAT Toolbox [23]. The time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters are listed in Table 1. H1H2 and HRF are obtained in the dB scale, and other parameters are obtained in a linear scale. The glottal parameters are computed in 30-ms frames. H12 and HRF are computed pitch-asynchronously once per frame whereas the rest of the parameters are computed pitch-synchronously once per glottal cycle and then averaged over the frame. The glottal parameters computed from all voiced frames of the input speech signal form finally the glottal parameter vector of the utterance. The following 8 statistical measures are computed from the glottal parameter vector as well as from its delta vector: mean, median, min, max, standard deviation, range, skewness, and kurtosis. This results in $(12 + 12) \times 8 = 192$ parameters representing the glottal feature set.

2.2. Acoustic parameters extraction using openSMILE

Acoustic parameters are extracted from speech using openSMILE, a freely available feature extraction toolkit [6]. The openSMILE features have been used as baselines for differ-
Table 1: Time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters. For more details, see [23]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-domain parameters</th>
<th>Frequency-domain parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OQ1 Open quotient, computed from primary glottal opening</td>
<td>H12 Difference between first two glottal harmonics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OQ2 Open quotient, computed from secondary glottal opening</td>
<td>FSP Parabolic spectrum parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAQ Normalized amplitude quotient</td>
<td>HRF Harmonic richness factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQ Amplitude quotient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClQ Closing quotient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OQa Open quotient, derived from the LF model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QQ Quasi-open quotient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ1 Speed quotient, computed from primary glottal opening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ2 Speed quotient, computed from secondary glottal opening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different paralinguistic challenges from INTERSPEECH 2009 [24]. Some examples of paralinguistic challenges are recognition of emotion, speaker traits and states, and speech pathology. The acoustic features extracted by openSMILE mainly represent spectrum, prosody and voice quality. In this work, two sets of acoustic features defined in the openSMILE toolkit are used for dysarthric speech classification. The first set (referred in this work as openSMILE-1) is INTERSPEECH 2009 Emotion Challenge [24] feature set consisting of 384 features. This feature set consists of 16 acoustic features extracted from every frame (described in Table 2). The set of 16 acoustic features along with their derivatives obtained from all frames of a speech utterance forms the acoustic feature vector. 12 statistical functionals (shown in Table 2) are computed from the acoustic feature vector of the utterance to obtain \((16 + 16) \times 12 = 384\) features representing the openSMILE-1 feature set.

The second set (referred in this work as openSMILE-2) is the large openSMILE emotion feature set consisting of 6552 features. This is the largest feature set in terms of the number of features in the openSMILE toolkit. The largest feature set is chosen to involve as much acoustic information as possible which may be helpful in dysarthric speech classification. A set of 56 acoustic features (given in Table 2) are extracted from every frame. 56 acoustic features along with their first and second order derivatives form the frame-level acoustic features. As in openSMILE-1, statistical functionals are applied on the acoustic feature vectors which are extracted from all frames of the speech utterance. Instead of \(12, 39\) statistical functionals (shown in Table 2) are obtained to apply \((56 + 56 + 56) \times 39 = 6552\) features representing the openSMILE-2 feature set.

3. Experiments

The experiments conducted in this study evaluate the effectiveness of the glottal parameters in dysarthric speech classification. The classification accuracies of the combination of the glottal and openSMILE features are analyzed separately on non-words, words and sentences.

3.1. TORGO database

To develop the dysarthric speech classification system, the TORGO database [25] was utilized. This database contains speech recordings from seven patients (three females and four males), diagnosed with cerebral palsy or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and speech recordings from seven healthy control speakers (three females and four males). The age range of patients is from 16 years to 50 years. The database includes speech signals in three categories, namely non-words, words and sentences. Non-words consist of 5-10 repetitions of /p-ah/, /ah-p-y/, and /p-ah-t-ah-k-ah/ and high- and low-pitched vowels maintained over 5 s (e.g., “Say ‘ee’ in a high pitch for 5 s”). Text prompts used to record short words include 50 words from the word intelligibility section of the Fren- chay Dysarthria Assessment [26] and 360 words from the word intelligibility section of the Yorkston-Beukelman Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech [27]. Sentences comprise three pre-selected phoneme-rich sentences sets: Grandfather passage from the Nemours database [28], 162 sentences from sentence intelligibility section of the Yorkston-Beukelman Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech [27], 460 sentences from the MOCHA database [29] and spontaneously elicited descriptive texts.

In this study, utterances in all three speech signal categories of TORGO, recorded by an array microphone with 16-kHz sampling, are used. In each of the three categories, speech samples of seven patients (three females and four males) with dysarthria and seven healthy speakers (three females and four males) are considered. For speech signals at the level of words and sentences, 80 utterances from each speaker are used (except for two dysarthric speakers at sentence-level, only 23 and 28 utterances are used due to lack of availability of recordings) and for non-words, 8-9 utterances from each speaker (which are available in the database) are used in dysarthric speech classification.

3.2. Experimental setup

The speech data is processed in 30-ms frames at 15-ms intervals in the dysarthric speech classification system. Using openSMILE, two sets of acoustic features (openSMILE-1 and openSMILE-2) are extracted from every speech utterance of the TORGO database. Every frame of speech utterance is inverse filtered using QCP to obtain the glottal flow estimate. From glottal flow waveforms of every utterance, time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters are extracted using the APARAT toolbox. Both acoustic and glottal features are individually normalized by subtracting the global mean and dividing by the global standard deviation. The sizes of the feature sets are reduced by the SFFS algorithm. The process of feature extraction and reduction is carried out separately for the speech utterances of non-words, words and sentences. Separate set of SVM classifiers are developed for each category using acoustic and glottal feature sets both individually and combined. Also, SVM classifiers are developed for both the non-reduced and reduced feature sets. The SVM classifiers are trained using Gaussian, radial basis function kernel. The optimal values of kernel parameters \(\gamma\) and penalty parameter \(C\) are chosen based on grid search with \(C\) and \(\gamma\) varying from \(10^{-3}\) to \(10^{3}\) in multiples of 10. The pair \((C,\gamma)\) is selected which resulted in the highest classification accuracy on test data. A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross validation strategy is used to determine the classification accuracy. In this strategy, one speaker is used at every fold for validation and all other speakers are used for training. The cross-validation process is then repeated with each of the speaker used exactly once as the validation data. The classification accuracies obtained at all folds are averaged to obtain the final accuracy. The classification accuracy (also called the unweighted average recall) is computed as the ratio of number of correctly classified speech utterances to the total number of speech utterances.
To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the first investigation in which effectiveness of glottal parameters in dysarthric speech classification is compared between non-words, words and sentences. Possible future works are as follows. Dysarthric speech classification using glottal parameters can be explored using other databases such as the Universal access speech database [30]. In addition to the standard time- and frequency-domain glottal parameters, other methods of parameterization can be explored. The effectiveness of glottal parameters in classification of dysarthria can be investigated under different realistic scenarios such as presence of environment noise, band-pass filtering and speech coding.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a dysarthric speech classification system using glottal features and evaluates its performance separately on non-words, words and sentences. Two openSMILE-based feature sets are used as baselines. SVM classifiers are trained to predict dysarthria/healthy labels using features extracted from speech. Experiments show that the glottal parameters resulted in fairly good classification accuracies (around 70%) in all three speech signal categories. Results also show that combining the glottal parameters with the openSMILE features results in improved classification accuracies. Among the three speech signal categories, word-level signals leads to the highest classification accuracies than glottal parameters after feature selection. The classification accuracies of the glottal parameters is more than 70% after feature selection. This indicates that the glottal parameters contain discriminative information important for the classification of dysarthric speech. Most importantly, by combining the glottal parameters with the openSMILE features, the classification accuracies improve in all three speech signal categories after feature selection. This shows that the glottal parameters contain complementary information which results in the improvement of accuracies when combined with the widely used openSMILE features.

On comparing the classification accuracies in the three speech signal categories, word-level signals show the highest segment which provide useful segmental information related to speech pathology and feature extraction can be performed on word-level utterances with less complexity. Hence, it can be concluded that word-level speech signals are best suited for performing dysarthric speech classification. However, classification accuracies obtained using the glottal parameters alone were highest for non-words. This suggests that even though non-words do not carry any linguistically important information, speech production is mostly voiced in this category and therefore glottal features contain relevant information related to speech disorder classification. Sentence-level signals have slightly better accuracies compared to non-words for two sets of the openSMILE features. The amount of improvement in accuracy by adding the glottal parameters to the openSMILE features is very small (about 0.5%) for sentences compared to words and non-words. The feature characteristics and robustness that are observed for shorter segments (e.g., words) might not be consistent with sentence-level speech data due to high variability and complexity of sentence-level speech production.
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